Supercoiling is essential for the formation and stability of the initiation complex at the divergent malEp and malKp promoters.
malEp and malKp are divergent and partially overlapping promoters of the Escherichia coli maltose regulon, whose activity depends on the presence of two transcriptional activators. MalT and CRP (cAMP receptor protein). Their activation involves a common 210 base-pair regulatory region encompassing multiple binding sites for both activators. Using a supercoiled plasmid containing malEp and malKp as template, purified proteins and a single-round transcription assay, we developed an in vitro system in which both promoters behave as in vivo. In this system, malEp and malKp are active only in the presence of both MalT and CRP, and various mutations in the MalT or CRP binding sites affect the promoters in the same way as they do in vivo. We showed that supercoiling plays a crucial role not only for the formation of the initiation complex at malEp and malKp but also for its stability. In addition, dimethylsulphate protection experiments provide evidence that the nucleoprotein complexes formed by CRP and MalT bound to malEp and malKp on supercoiled and relaxed DNA are different. We speculate that one of the roles of supercoiling might be to assist the assembly of a preinitiation complex involving the regulatory region DNA and several molecules of MalT and CRP.